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ABISTHACT , A static nou-symmetnc tensor fiokl gfii> with 4 symmetric oomponouts 
Sijc, Stntn> n^n> ^ll (^ > m, n, I = 1, 2, 3, 4) and ono anti-symmetric component Offm (Iho rest 
IjoiiiR nil zeros), involving either the coordinate or the coordinates Xfn is made non- 
Rliitic by changing xk into Xk H where e is a oonatiiiit. On solving the relevant field 
o((Li itions in the ‘strong’ form it is found that such a wave sojution is generally spurious, being 
tiansCormablo into coiresponding static solution. I t is, however, observed that if the field is 
not spherically symmetric non-trivial solutions in wave form may be constructed.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
In a recent paper (Ghosh. 1957) a type of non-static solution of Einstein’s 
field equations in ‘strong’ form was studied with respect to the tensor field g^ p 
having the following structure :
f 0 0
0 ^mm ®mn 0
0 ~^mn 0
0 0 Sii
jk, m ,n ,l \ 
1 = 1 ,2 , 3 ,4 /, (U)
wlicre Skk, are functions of +  exi), e being a constant and
are each expi'cssible as the product of a function of Xk -f exi and a function
of of the type
(1.2)
Oil completing the solution of the relevant field equations we were led to make the 
following observations :
(a) The ^ ’s in (1.2) satisfy an auxiliary differential equation involving a 
parameter A which can take negative, positive or zero values. When A is negative 
the equation gives ^mm =  1, -^nd }jrnn =  sin^a; ,^ which corresponds to a spherically 
symmetric field. When A is positive we get =  1, =  sinh^ aj^ ^
A -  0 the tfr’s are transformable into constants.
♦An abstract of this paper was read at the forty-sixth session of the Indian Science 
^^ongress, 1959.
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(b) A solution of 0 ’s with A 9  ^0 in the above wave form is generally spurious 
as it is transformable into the corresponding solution for the static held.
(c) When A =  0  new static solutions are obtained, but with further restric­
tions, non-trivial solutions in wave form can be constructed, where the field compo­
nents are functions of the argument +  exi only.
The object of the present paper is to consider a special case of the above in 
which the tensor field (1 .1 ) has only a single non-zero anti-symmetric element 
other one being zero) and to show that the above statements are in general 
maintained.
2. S Y S T M O F  F 1 E I. D E Q U A T I O N S  W I T H  (1^ 1 -  0, #  0.
To obtain the field equations in terms of non-vanishing F’s we make use of the 
general formulae given in oiie of my earlier papers (Grhosh, 1955). The relevant 
equations are Ri^ /. - 0 , Ru -- 0 , R/^ — 0 , Rt„m =  O3 ^mn — 0  of which the
“  V
first three are linearly connected. Without going into details of the computation 
which is similar to that contained in my previous paper (Ghosh, 1957) we at once 
start with the following simplified set of 4 mutually independent field equations :
+  7lld ~  +  ^^k) ~
yU k^h  +  J l l k i ^ k  I j k k k  +  \ y i i k )
,|_ gZ ^hk q.. yikki^k — \yilk +  -JyjfcAA:)] =
—  l y k l l  +  l y i l k )
iS i,, +  -  \yu„ + mn i( v ) _ _mn )fnm
■ ^ktk  +  —  \ y k k k  +  \ y i m )
^ k k  i y k k k ) ]  = =
Sn
—  ^Skk4^ mm / ( * . J  
mn )f mm
In the above
^k ^  +  <l>mn^mnyk)l{4>\m +  <!>\n),
^  {</>mv<Pmmyk ~  ^mm^mn,k)l{4^\m  +
fi^tn) ~  \\ynnmym \ynnmiymmm yn»im)]j
(2 .1)
,.(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
the symbols Idee ynnm denoting respectively Skk,kl^kk and Snnml^nf
Further, wo have the condition
which ensures uniqueness in the solution of P’s.
(2 .6)
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The system of equation =  0 are identically satisfied and does not contri-
V
bute any additional equation.
In the equations (2.3) and (2.4), there is a part which is a
function of only, while the rest involves only X}. +  bxi and therefore, for 
consistency, wo must have the auxihary equation
=  A . constant) (2.7)
This equation has been discussed in an earlier paper (Ghosh, 1956), loading to the 
statement (a).
3. S O L U T I O N  OF F I E L D  E Q U A T I O N S  W H E N
To solve equations (2.1—4) we adopt the procedure similar to tliat followed 
m my previous paper (Ghosh, 1957).
Introduce two now variables P, Q, functions of x^-\-exi, defined by
S u - P '
Sit —
then
and
e^SnlSn -  QjP
y iu  ~  Pj.jp>
Jiih = A^ji>jilATi-\~ATs—QklQ- 
Substituting from (3.3) in (2.1) wo get
Using (3.4) lot us rewrite (3.3) as
P
yiih =  D + B hAi_
If we insert (3.2) and (3.5) in (2.2), it takes the form
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
where
DM _  Pk+Qk , _
dxk P-\-Q Ak
(3.7)
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where is a complex constant of integration, h — The general solution
of (3.20) may bo presented in the well-known form
gAf-i-ff-fis _  /j, socli2(^iif-|-A)/(—i6), ... (3.22)
where k is an arbitrary comjilex constant.
I t  may now be proved that the real part of h in (3.22) must be J.
From (3.21) reverting to the variable we get
Equating the real parts in the above, we have
... (3.23)
which, in view of (3.14) and (3.18), gives Aq “  i  ■
For the final solution with A 0 we have to cbnsider the equations (3.22), (3.12) 
and (3.10). Thus
=  e ^  [h SOG\i^{h^M+k)l{-ib)],
SllSkle : 'j“ ( dxt ^
s„ + ^8u =  ^, e" .
... (3.24) 
... (3.25) 
... (3.26)
whore M  is an arbitrary function of -f exi, h is an arbitrary complex constant, 
h is a complex constant of the form and b, c^ , G' are real arbitrary constants..
The three equations written above give the solution of the field components 
apparently as functions of Xk +  cxt. Consider now the transformation
x'k +  cxi, x'l = 4>{xk, xi), (3.27)
where
dxk e“Stt +  8u ’ dx, +  Su ’
then the above solutions may be presented as involving one v ia b le  x'jt and 
are of the same form as obtained by Boimor (1951) for the static field.
4. S O L U T I O N  F O R  A S P E C I A L  C A S E  W I T H  x 0
Returning to the equation (3.6) we notice that it is automatically satisfied 
if Mk, as defined in (3.7), identically vanishes. Let us consider now the special
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case with Mf. =  0. Refen'ing to (3.4) and (3.1) this condition is seen to be equi­
valent to
J
dxk log {Sii -f ^Sjek) =  0
whence Sa -(^  =  a ' (a constant).
Again, from (3.1) we have
,1 e® P Q
8 ,i “ +  4>^ ZnW
... (4.1)
Therefore S^S„  =
P ~\~ Q
... (4.2)
Consider now the equations (3.15) and (3.16). We note, first of all, that if L  
denotes the expression
then
___{SkkM ___
“I"
~  p__ log j j  == 9 i  —  I  _  j 9* 4-
(4.3)
Inserting this and (4.2) in the equations (3.15) and (3.16) we got
... (4.4)
2j ~
... (4.5)
where
We also find that the equation (2.1) gives
(4.6)
Adopting the method of Wyman (1950) to solve the equations (4.4) and (4.5) in 
conjunction with (4.6) the solution may be presented in the form
<l>mn +  ^  seoh® ( h i x  +  k ) l {  -  i/?),
dx
dxi =  L ,
(4.7)
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where x is an arbitrary function of Xf; +  exi, k is a, complex constant, is a 
pure imaginary constant. Further from (4.1) and (4.3) we have
+  ^Sjek =  Ot,
1 + (4.8)
The transformation (3.27) applies to this case also and the solutions are found to 
involve one variable x'j^  and thus belong to a static field. Omitting the primes 
we write the solutions as follows :
^mn +  ^ sech.^{hix +  fc)/( -  ifi),
Sii — a, (4.9)
dx Y  
dxk / -I-
where x is an arbitrary function of Xj^  It, k, /?, ol being constants as before. The 
solutions (4.9) for a static field have been discussed by Bomior (1951).
5. S O L U T I O N S  F O R  T H E  C A S E
When A =  0 the field components are all functions of a;* +  cxi and do not 
involve (Ghosh, 1956). Wo shall consider now two cases, {i) P-{'Q ^  0, (ii) 
P-]-Q =  0. Referring to (3.17) and (3.18) we have for the first case the equations
... (5.1)
... (5.2)
Using (5.2) in (3.14) we have also
A h  -  B% +  2A,Mj, =  0. ... (5.3)
Making use of (3.19) in conjunction with (5.3) we 
(5.1,2) and obtain as solution
can integrate the equations
<P m n +   ^e(ai + ... (5.4)
where M  is an arbitrary function of Xj^  +  exj, k is an arbitrary complex constant 
and and ag are two constants connected by the relation
=  0. ... (6.5)
The components 8u are given by (3.25) and (3.26). If  we now apply the 
transformation (3.27) the solutions are all transformed into the static form involv­
ing one variable x'jg.
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In  the special case with JIf j =  0 considered in § 4, we also get a static solution. 
The equations (4.4, 5) become, when A =  0,
^  =  0,
, i ^  =  o
(5.6)
(5.7)
with =[0.
These equations in conjunction with (3.19) will give the solutions for
(5.8) 
. and
while the set of equations (4.8) gives Sn. If we now apply the trans­
formation (3.27), the first set of solutions is transformed into the static form 
considered in one of my earlier papers (Ghosh, 1956) and the second set gives the 
solutions for S^k, Su as in (4.9).
In the second case, since P + Q  — 0 we have =  0 and consequently
yki-k =  yiik- Substituting those in the original system of equations (2.1—4) and 
remembering ~  0 we notice that the last three are automatically satisfied 
and wo are left with the equation (2.1) expressed as
-  ~ i{ A \  4- =  0. ... (5.9)
This furnishes typical wave solutions. Setting
u, V being arbitrary functions of +  exi and introducing a function w defined
by the equation ^\IA j^  =  2w,iclw
that is, uw  — v‘^)^ u,jc
the solutions may be presented as follows :
Su  = G'u,j,w, S u = ... (5.10)
(6.10)
^ 1 + ^ ’
The exact wave solutions as obtained above relate to a tensor field having plane 
symmetry (Taub, 1951). A field with spherical symmetry is found not to admit 
such wave solutions.
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